High order revolution surfaces are often used in electrical contacts/micro-contacts or in miniature thrust bearings. This paper advances general contact formulae for these bounding surfaces. In a particular case, these relations yield known Hertz pressure distribution and contact elements. Then, the contacts between fourth and sixth order surfaces are analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
Shape optimization of electrical contacts and micro-contacts, as well as of some mechanical micro-contacts such as miniature boundary friction journal thrust bearings, needs a Hertz kind of theory when bounding surfaces are either described or approximated by even polynomials of higher order than two. In these situations, Hertz theory fails. Both high load carrying capacity and avoidance of pressure and stress risers require a contact pressure distribution as even as possible over most of contact area. This can be obtained if the correlation between contact geometry and pressure distribution is known. For revolution surfaces, Shtaerman [1] proofed that a rigid punch of equation n 2 r z ∝ , pressed against an elastic half-space, generates a pressure expressed by the product between an even order polynomial in r, of degree 2n-2, and typical Hertz square root 2 2 a / r 1 − , a being outer contact radius. Klubin, and later on Popov, [2] found that a pressure given by the ratio of a Legendre polynomial of order 2n, n 2 P , to the Hertz square root generates a normal surface displacement which, within the circle, is proportional to n 2 P . This paper aims to derive by simple means the correlation between pressure distribution and the equation of high order axi-symmetric surfaces and to establish a procedure to flatten the pressure distribution in central zone of contact area.
GENERAL FORMULAE
It is more convenient to solve the reverse problem, that is, to find the punch surface which leads to a desired pressure distribution. Owing to axial symmetry of the problem, the desired pressure equation is written as the product between an even polynomial and the typical Hertz square root, as follows:
where
As established in [3] , the displacement produced by this pressure is:
This displacement is correlated with punch surface generating the pressure of Eq. (1) by the interference condition:
If 0 ) 0 ( z = , the value of free term in Eq. (2) is normal approach δ. Consequently, if in a circular contact the pressure is the product of typical Hertz square root and an even polynomial of order 2n with unitary free term, the punch surface is expressed by an even polynomial of order 2n+2, without free term. Reversely, if a punch described by an even polynomial of order 2m, without free term, contacts the elastic half-space, generated contact pressure is the product of typical Hertz square root and an even polynomial of order 2m-2, with unitary free term. Supplementary, following force-balance equation holds:
where Q is the applied normal load.
CONTACT PRESSURE FOR MONOMIAL SURFACES
In this case the surface of rigid punch is given by following general monomial equation of degree 2m>2:
b being a coefficient having units of length to the power 1-2m. To find corresponding pressure distribution and contact elements (central pressure, contact radius and half-space September 12-16, 2005, Washington, D.C., USA 
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penetration), one applies Eqs. (1), (4) and (5) and identifies the implied coefficients after equating relations (4) and (5).
In the case m=1, 0 n = Hertz pressure results: 
whereas for m=3, n=2 contact pressure is: 
Pressure distributions described by Eqs. (9) and (10) are quite uneven, as shown in Fig. 1 , traced for m=1, 2, 3 in dimensionless co-ordinates
Figure1. Pressure profile according to Eqs. (6) to (8)
FLAT CENTRAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
The pressure distributions shown in Fig. 1 for m=2 and m=3 possess important pressure risers near contact contour. A better distribution possesses a flat central pressure plateau surrounded by a monotonous decrease to zero. Figure 1 shows that general concavity of central pressure is positive, whereas it should be zero for a local flat pressure. This means that the polynomials multiplying the Hertz square root in pressure equations must be chosen for a zero concavity in central region. This condition is fulfilled if the difference p(r)-p 0 possesses a multiple root in the origin, of multiplicity order 2m-2. Because all odd order derivatives vanish in the origin, this requirement is satisfied if all even order derivatives of pressure, up to order 2m-2, are zero for r=0. This condition yields those polynomial coefficients of Eq. (1) which lead to a central pressure plateau. Pressure distributions obeying this condition are given by: 
